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Our subconscious has thoughts since
our childhood that are basically on

autopilot. 

This includes everything that makes up
our perception of the world we live in,

including our beliefs.
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Introduction



We have limiting beliefs about our health, our habits,
our relationships, our abilities, our cluttered home,

and our finances.

 A lot of us hold on to thoughts and beliefs that limit
our full potential. 

Those thoughts are, in part, a result of our
environment, subconscious programming over the

years and cultures.

What we truly believe is what we tend to manifest in
our lives. 

Like a self-fulfilling prophecy, you’re right…until you
change your beliefs.
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“Allah the Most High said, ‘I am as My servant thinks
(expects) I am. I am with him when he mentions Me. 
If he mentions Me to himself, I mention him to Myself;
and if he mentions Me in an assembly, I mention him in
an assembly greater than it. If he draws near to Me a
hand’s length, I draw near to him an arm’s length. And if

he comes to Me walking, I go to him at speed.” 

[Sahih Al-Bukhari]

The Prophet
(SAW) said
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Let's start with an exercise!  

 What am I holding onto in my life right now that I feel I canʼt let go of? 

You can start by answering these questions:

1.
 2. Why am I holding onto it?
 3. Do I feel fulfilled within myself? If NO, WHY?
 4. How do I process negative events in my life?
 5. What are my emotional triggers?
 6. How do I project my emotions onto my children and spouse?

N.B: This is an important step and is the first step in decluttering your mind and getting 
rid of inner chatter that do not benefit or serve you.
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The Next Step

Infuse TRUTH Into that BELIEF and we are
going to do this by DEVELOPING OUR
OWN PERSONALISED AFFIRMATIONS.

To unlock this new empowering belief,
take into consideration the goal that you
would like to achieve, the person that you
would want to become, and the core
values you would like to uphold.
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Remember to watch your thoughts for
they become words.
Remember to watch your words for they
become actions.
Remember to watch your actions for
they become habits.
Remember to watch your habits for
they become your character.
Remember to watch your character for
it becomes your destiny.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

   You become what you think



Affirmations



Let's establish these

points
Affirmations are positive statements that can help you to
challenge and overcome self-sabotaging and negative
thoughts, they are more effective when you pair them with
other positive thinking, visualization and goal-setting
techniques.

The power of affirmations lies in repeating them to yourself
regularly. It's useful to recite your affirmations several times
a day, you can record yourself saying them and listen to it
repeatedly daily.

You also need to repeat your affirmations as soon as you
engage in the negative thought or behavior that you want
to overcome.

Affirmation and it's essence



Essence of Affirmations  

 Control negative feelings such as frustration, anger, or impatience.
 Improve your productivity.

Affirmations can be used for situations where you want to see a
positive change take place in your life. These could include: 

1.
2.

 2. Overcome a bad habit.
 3. Improve your self-esteem.
 4. Keep you motivated to achieve personal goals
 5. Finish projects you've started.
 6. Raise your confidence before presentations or important meetings.

Affirmation and it's essence



A walk-through guide

Develop your
Affirmations 



        Breaking Limiting Beliefs
We have to take each of our limiting beliefs and write an affirmation that is
THE TRUTH. Your truth needs to be irrefutable and you can’t just write it
down once and be done with it. 

You need to present this information over and over to your brain until it
accepts this as the truth. 

Simply changing your words, tone, and optimism can slowly change what you
actually believe and how you think. If you’re changing your mindset you have
to hear it come from your mouth because saying the opposite of what you’re
trying to believe will negate any changes you’re working toward. 

You will become more aware of your subconscious thoughts and challenge
the thoughts immediately.

Develop your Affirmations



        Being Aware of Affirmations  

 Think about the areas of your life that you'd like to change.

Your affirmations should become a part of your mindfulness exercise after
Fajr and Ishai Prayers daily. 

Think through these steps to help you to write your own personalised
affirmations:

1.
 2. Be sure that your affirmation is credible and achievable.
 3. Turn negatives into positives
 4. Write your affirmation in the present tense
 5. Say it with feeling and Visualise that state
 6. Place your reliance and trust in Allah

I have compiled 100 affirmations to inspire you to develop your own
Personalised Affirmations across 4 main areas of our lives. Our Soul, Mind,
Body and Relationships. 

Develop your Affirmations



Affirmations
for Soul

Here are some affirmations we can use to nourish our soul 
and consciously focus on enriching our relation with Allah (SWT)



Affirmations for Soul (1)
1. My purpose in life is to serve Allah.

2. Allah sees the good deeds that I do.

3. If I remember Allah, He will remember me.  When I turn to Allah, He turns to me.

4. All help is from Allah. Allah will help me always. So far Allah is pleased with me, I am happy and

content. 

5.I call on Allah whenever I need His guidance, I always turn to Allah first.

6. I am thankful to Allah for all the blessings he gives me daily, Allah gives me more when I am

thankful.

7. Allah is in control; He has power over everything.

8. Allah is my Protector and He is the Best of Helpers. I put my trust in Allah, he will suffice for me.

9. Allah loves to forgive me, He is the Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

See next slide for more positive Affirmations for your Soul.



Affirmations for Soul (2)

10. Allah would not give me a burden greater than I can bear, Allah knows I can handle it and that’s

why HE has given me this test!

11. Tests are a normal part of life. I am patient when they come. I seek Allah’s help with patience and

prayer for indeed with hardship will be ease.

12. Allah is the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful.  Whenever I face a problem, I say, “I belong to

Allah and to Him I will return.”

13. Allah is near to me, he comes down from the highest heavens to hear my prayers and he always

responds to my prayers.

14. I seek Allah’s help in all the small and big things through Dua.

15. I pray my salah on time and with mindfulness every day.

16. I spend time reading the Qur’an daily and I implement what I learn from it. 

17. I never lose hope in the mercy of Allah.



Affirmations
for Mind

Here are some affirmations we can use to nourish our mind 
and remove the limiting beliefs about ourselves that do not serve us



Affirmations for Mind (1)

1. Everything about my life is beautiful.

2. I love who I am and who I am becoming.

3. I seek validation only from my Creator – Allah (SWT)

4. I am thankful for being alive and given another opportunity to work towards Jannah

5. Everything I do is a form of worship

6. I seek excellence in all my activities

7. I forgive myself for mistakes 

8. I forgive others who hurt or harm me and peacefully detach from them

9. I live simply and let go of what is not within my control

10. I am responsible for my actions and reactions to situations

11. I chose to focus on the good in others and not their flaws

See next slide for more positive Affirmations for your Mind.



Affirmations for Mind (2)

12. I chose to speak only good and keep quiet when I have nothing good to say.

13. I am grateful for who I am today and all I have.

14. I chose to focus on doing the things I love today.

15. I am not scared of failure because they are opportunities to learn.

16. I am where I am supposed to be right now.

17. I can do anything I set my mind to In shaa Allah. 

18. I can learn, unlearn and relearn habits and behaviors that are not serving me.

19. I renew my intentions regularly on all my activities. 

20. I focus on the efforts I can make to achieve my goals and trust Allah with the results. 

21. I dream, dua and do.

See next slide for more positive Affirmations for your Mind.



Affirmations for Mind (3)
22. I deserve the success that has come into my life.

23. I am loved by Allah and not scared or shy to ask of him massively. 

24. I am happy, content and peaceful.

25. I am generous and strong.

26. I am patient, understanding and forgiving.

27. I am superior to negative thoughts and retaliations.

28. I believe in myself, my confidence is soaring.

29. Gratitude and Patience are my predominant states of being.

30. My fears of tomorrow are melting away.

31. Obstacles are moving out of my way

32. My path is filled with barakah from all angles.

33. My future is an ideal projection of my dreams In shaa Allah.



Affirmations
for Body

Here are some affirmations we can use to nourish our thoughts about 
 our body and  love it just the way it is curves, stretch marks and all 



Affirmations for Body (1)

1. My body is an amanah and I am grateful for it. 

2. I treat my body with utmost care and respect.

3. I love my body the way it is and accept it just as it is.

4. There is more to life that worrying about my weight. 

5. My body has overcome many life changes and shows its beauty.

6. I am blessed with good health Alhamdulilah.

7. My body is perfect in its own way and doesn't need to look like anyone else's.

8. I love my body along every step of my journey.

9. I am beautiful and comfortable in my skin.

See next slide for more positive Affirmations for your Body.



Affirmations for Body (2)

10. My worth isn't defined by my weight. I define my worth and I am worthy 

11. I eat a variety of foods for my health, wellness and enjoyment.

12. I am responsible for taking care of my body 

13. I deserve to take care of myself, give myself the attention I want and do what makes me happy

14. Taking care of myself makes me a better mom. 

15. I say beautiful and kind words to myself about my body



Here are some affirmations we can use to nourish our relationships 
with our spouses, children, family and work

Affirmations for
Relationships



Affirmations for Relationships (1)

1. I nurture all positive relationships in my life. 

2. I spend quality time with my husband and children.

3. I have a happy and peaceful home.

4. I have a smile on my face all the time.

5. I am in control of my emotions and reactions when my children misbehave. 

6. I am the exact parent my child needs to blossom.

7. I am grateful for time with my kids today.

8. My family appreciates and loves me, even when they forget to tell me so.

9. Today I will let go of the guilt weighing on my shoulders. I am not perfect but I am what my child

needs.

10. One bad day does not make me a bad mom. One bad day makes me human.

11. Only I can give my children a happy mother.

See next slide for more positive Affirmations for your Relationship.



Affirmations for Relationships (2)

12. I have a beautiful relationship with my husband, my marriage is filled with indescribable joy,

peace and happiness.

13. My marriage is getting stronger, more stable and our love is getting deeper each day.

14. I nurture my relationship with my parents and siblings.

15. I maintain regular communication with my extended family and relatives

16. I am calm, focused and I follow through.

17. I am honest and trustworthy.

18. I am consistent and prayerful 

19.  am assertive and confident.

20. I am peaceful and encouraging.

21. I am joyful, playful and enthusiastic.

22. I am hardworking and inspiring.

See next slide for more positive Affirmations for your Relationship.



Affirmations for Relationships (3)

23. I am a listener and slow to judge.

24. I am grateful for the job I have.

25. I complete tasks and projects on time. 

26. I am wealthy and prosperous with a fantastic job or thriving business

27. I am thankful for the blessings in my business

28. My business is growing, expanding and thriving

29. I possess the qualities needed to be extremely successful in my business endeavors

30. I have endless gifts and talents which Allah has given me and I am utilizing them today.

31. I enjoy working with my team.

32. I have a positive attitude to work every day.

33. I am excellent at what I do

34. My potential to succeed is infinite 

35. I am brimming with energy and joy in my heart.



Asalam Alaykum Sis, I hope the Jannah Moms Affirmations
Ebook has been beneficial to you. 

My name is Zuliat Lawal and I help you discover the best
way to raise well rounded muslim children in this digital
age. 

I am a Positive Discipline Parent Educator and the founder
of Liamanah an Islamic Parenting Hub which follows Islamic
and Positive Discipline principles to empower Muslim
women with the knowledge, skills and resources to raise
righteous children who would  live their lives to please Allah
and be of benefit to the Ummah In shaa Allah.

I have a Free Mommy's Dua Book that helps you make
beautiful and intentional duas for your children and a free
email course on the Islamic Approach to Sex Education
which you can grab HERE and HERE respectively.

Zuliat Lawal
Founder of Liamanah

https://jannah.liamanah.com/mommys-dua-ebook/
https://jannah.liamanah.com/free-sex-education-email-course/


Are you tired of yelling, beating,and
overwhelm when your kids don’t listen?

Do you sometimes feel like running away
from the house just to ease off the stress
and overwhelm? 

DON’T WORRY.. I’VE GOT A
COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING AT A
SPECIAL OFFER JUST FOR YOU!

P.S IT IS TIME SENSITIVE.

Click HERE to GRAB it NOW.

https://jannah.liamanah.com/positive-discipline-webinar-48/


Thank You


